Analysis of deformations in terms of principal directions appears well suited for biological tissues that present an underlying anatomical structure of fiber arrangement. We applied this concept here to study deformation of the beating heart in vivo analyzing 30 subjects that underwent accurate three-dimensional echocardiographic recording of the left ventricle. Results show that strain develops predominantly along the principal direction with a much smaller transversal strain, indicating an underlying anisotropic, onedimensional contractile activity. The strain-line pattern closely resembles the helical anatomical structure of the heart muscle. These findings demonstrate that cardiac contraction occurs along spatially variable paths and suggest a potential clinical significance of the principal strain concept for the assessment of mechanical cardiac function. The same concept can help in characterizing the relation between functional and anatomical properties of biological tissues, as well as fiber-reinforced engineered materials.
The analysis of continuum mechanics in terms of principal stress or principal strain has a long history, starting with the exemplary case of structural engineering, where it permits us to detect and reinforce the directions along which highest stresses develop [1] . The principal stress analysis appears particularly applicable to study fiber-reinforced materials where the structure itself presents a predefined directional pattern although the principal directions of stress do not necessarily coincide with the fibers' arrangements because of the interaction between neighboring layers [2] . The directional arrangement of stress and strain is of particular interest for natural or engineered biological tissues to identify the relation between the specific underlying anisotropic anatomical structure and the pattern along which deformation occurs or stress propagates [3, 4] .
The left ventricle (LV), whose cyclic contractions (about 10 5 times a day, every day) eject blood into the primary circulation, represents the fundamental life-sustaining mechanical element of the human heart. The LV cavity is shaped roughly like a prolate ellipsoid truncated at the base; of particular interest is the arrangement of the surrounding muscular tissue whose fibers bundle follows a helical path descending from the base to wrap around the apex and returning to the base after a crossover [5] . A schematic sketch of the LV geometry and fibers' pattern is reconstructed in Fig. 1 on the basis of literature (see, for example, [5, 6] and references therein). Although details vary between individuals and with diseases, building a realistic atlas of the normal cardiac fiber architecture is a current ongoing research topic [7] . This unique anatomical arrangement of cardiac fibers along a swirling path is reflected by the mechanical function of the LV [6] . Indeed, the assessment of LV deformation (strain analysis) is one important method of mechanical cardiac assessment; nevertheless the understanding of the LV tensorial contractile organization and of its relation with the underlying anatomical structures is still largely incomplete [8, 9] .
FIG. 1 (color online)
. Sketch of the anatomical distribution of contractile fibers in the LV, (a) and (b) correspond to two perspectives. The LV is reported upside down for visualization purpose. For anatomical reference, the value ¼ 0 corresponds to the position of the aortic outflow, and the right ventricle extends on the outside from there to about ¼ =2.
Medical imaging technology (echocardiography and cardiac magnetic resonance, in primis) allows us, to some extent, to follow the motion of the beating tissue in vivo. From this, the LV tissue deformation during the contraction period (systole) can be evaluated, with the integrated strain at the end of contraction, the end-systolic strain, taken as a measure of LV contraction. Clinical studies typically focus on either longitudinal strain (base-to-apex shortening) or circumferential strain (reduction of transversal size) and have revealed that sometimes they are different responders to different pathologies [8] . However, the longitudinal and circumferential directions do not directly correspond to the actual fiber architecture and may be inadequate to reveal the effective contractile properties of the cardiac muscle. Very few studies have analyzed cardiac deformation employing a coordinate-free approach. Following the seminal work by Moore et al. [10] , the three-dimensional strain components were recently measured in vivo with good resolution on five healthy volunteers [11] . That work was mostly aimed to evaluate strain derived from the magnetic resonance methodology; however, it demonstrated a relation between shear, principal strain direction, and LV torsion resulting from the fibers' helical structure. A more physical study, focused on the relation between the anatomy of the helical muscular band and LV motion, is reported in [12] . There, the tissue displacement (not the deformation) obtained from magnetic resonance in three healthy volunteers is analyzed by establishing a threshold for the displacements and following them in time during the systolic contraction; results show that higher displacements appear to develop along a macrostructure in the form of the helical band that witnesses a relation between form and function of the LV as a whole.
The purpose of this Letter is to further clarify the functional pattern along which deformation occurs in the LV. For this, we apply the principal strain analysis to assess LV systolic contraction and to characterize deformation patterns of the three-dimensional (3D) surface bounding the LV cavity in a number of normal subjects, with the objective to juxtapose the anatomical structure of the heart with its functional properties. The analysis is performed by 3D echocardiography; this technique is much more accessible than high-resolution magnetic resonance that earlier researchers used. The choice of focusing on the inner layer of the muscular tissue (the subendocardium), rather than on the entire myocardium, is dictated by the resolution of 3D images that limits the possibility of effectively differentiating figures across the thickness as it solely consists of a few pixels. Moreover, the available technology allows a more reliable analysis at the internal level (because of the tissue-cavity interface), and fibers have a less clear alignment moving toward the external side of the myocardium. Additionally, to create flow the heart muscle works by reducing the size of the blood pool boundary [13] [14] [15] ; therefore, we believe that such part of the myocardial tissue represents the central element in the pump function.
Finally, starting with the simpler analysis of a twodimensional (2D) surface permits avoiding the complexity of dealing with a 3D object from the beginning.
A group of 15 healthy volunteers (9 þ 6 from two separate institutions) who were free from any cardiovascular disease or risk factor, and another series of 15 young (not professional) athletes (18-30 years old, training 2 or 3 days a week, at least 2 hours per day) underwent a 3D echocardiographic examination of the LV. The imaging data sets were then analyzed to evaluate the tissue motion in the subendocardium by a clinically accepted software [16] ; results were further validated by ensuring that the longitudinal strain obtained by the 3D analysis was comparable (within a AE5% error range) to that obtained by 2D analysis.
The moving tissue surface was arranged in a 2D mesh defined by the 3D coordinates of material points Xðs; ; tÞ set regularly at the beginning of contraction at time t ¼ 0, whose parametric coordinates (s, ) range from base to apex and circumferentially, respectively. The symmetric 2 Â 2 strain-rate tensor is defined by
where the indices i and j take the value s or , Vðs;;tÞ¼ 
where t ¼ 0 is taken at the beginning of contraction, and the end-systolic strain tensor is the eventual strain at the end of contraction. The strain tensor St is transformed into a diagonal tensor where the two real eigenvalues represent the principal and secondary strain values, and the eigenvectors give the corresponding directions. Thus, tissue deformation, that in original coordinates presents longitudinal and circumferential contraction plus a shear deformation, corresponds to a pure strain deformation along the local eigendirections and no shear. Strain lines are then defined as the lines on the LV surface everywhere tangent to the principal eigenvector. The LV strain curves are shown in Fig. 2 
for the 15 normal individuals (a), (b) and the 15 athletes (c), (d).
Principal strain decreases during fibers shortening up to a minimum value (about À30%) at the end of the contraction, and recovers during the biphasic LV dilatation up to zero deformation at the beginning of the following heartbeat. The secondary strain presents much smaller endsystolic values and occasionally even a slight dilatation during the contraction. Results are remarkably similar in the two groups, more compact in the second group that contains more homogenous subjects. A slightly lower value of strain is found in the athletes, a finding that is in agreement with previous reports for athletes at rest [17] . These results evidence the anisotropic character of contraction that is high along the principal direction and much lower transversal to it. Such a marked difference between principal and secondary strain suggests that the contraction is fundamentally driven along one-dimensional paths with little transversal connectivity. This, however, does not necessarily mean that the principal direction is along the anatomical direction of fibers; for example, the presence of two layers of crossing fibers differently directed (see Fig. 1 ) would produce a principal stress in an intermediate direction. The present results mean that contraction occurs predominantly along functional one-dimensional principal lines. These lines are certainly related by the fibers' direction but do not necessarily coincide with them because fibers have different layers, are linked transversally, and activate with different timings.
The pattern of the principal strain lines averaged over the uniform set of the 15 normal individuals and over the set of 15 athletes is shown in Fig. 3 . It is reported separately for the two groups to emphasize the remarkable similarity between the two results, from in vivo sets acquired and processed by different clinical units. The strain-line pattern on the apical half of the LV matches the hypothesized pattern of myocardial fibers, which wraps around the apex on the anterior-lateral wall ( 3 2 < < 2) and converges toward the base at the inferior wall ( 2 < < ) where the ascending and descending bundles are expected to cross. On the basal half of the LV the anatomy is less explicit due to the presence of inhomogeneous valvular elements and circumferential wrapping of the muscular band [6, 7, 9] . Nevertheless, in both groups strain lines present a common behavior, connecting to the base before the aorta ( < 0) and after the end of the junction with the right ventricle ( > 2 ). The results reported must be taken with care as they are preliminary and present several limitations. The calculation does not include the entire 3D myocardium structure and is limited to its inner layer. The 3D echocardiography technology has a reduced spatial and temporal resolution in comparison with 2D echocardiography although it gives theoretically a more complete picture of tissue deformation. The spatial resolution of the mesh is here made of 16 longitudinal Â32 circumferential points, and it was verified that a higher resolution does not reveal any finer detail. Finally, the tissue tracking technique [16] is subjected to lack of accuracy in regions with poor image quality although care has been taken to validate the results and check reproducibility. On the other hand, all the subjects were selected for their excellent quality of echocardiographic recording, data are employed in integral or average sense only, and the cross agreement between individual results suggests that inaccuracies, unavoidable for in vivo studies, are presumably limited. The validity of data obtained from studies with poorer image quality remains unknown. The analysis of the LV deformation in terms of principal strain demonstrates that contraction is dominated by onedimensional strain along the principal direction while the transversal strain is much smaller. The principal strain thus reflects an effective measure of tissue contractility; moreover, the peculiar small contribution of transversal strain suggests that it may represent a sensible indicator of anomalous contractile behavior even at the early stage of a disease. In fact, the small transversal activity, presumably passive, is unable to counteract a starting irregularity in tissue behavior and may evidence such changes first. The spatial distribution of strain lines reflects the pattern of LV contraction; it represents the functional structure corresponding to the underlying anatomical architecture. Despite the complexity of the methodological chain, results appeared rather robust and reproducible among normal individuals. It can thus be expected that the presence of a disease, including localized regional dysfunctions, alters the strain-line pattern and can allow an identification of specific pathologies.
These preliminary interdisciplinary results of a novel methodology come from a multicenter study, which permitted a cross validation of methods and findings. They are remarkable enough to represent an initial physics-based reference for potential future medical applications. This study wants to indicate how this approach may represent an appropriate basis in the study of anisotropic materials and, in particular, biological tissues where the presence of fibers gives rise to anatomical preferable direction that may reflect functional lines.
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